
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an opex manager. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for opex manager

Provide direct input into various ad-hoc projects that require understanding
and fixing control issues that arise
Implements Eaton Lean System (Lean Manufacturing) techniques as required
Active collaboration and engagement with APMT Marine and Inland Terminals
Ensuring strategic fit and risk management for various projects
Take responsibility for that there are operational excellence and quality
systems in place that fulfills customer requirements formal standards, and
make sure these are adhered to in the entire organization
Lead the organization to become a learning organization by continuous
improvement and thorough systems, processes and tools for lessons learned
and return of experience
Leading all regional and cluster SG&A planning, reporting and analytics for
Consumer EMEA, including SMART Spend analytics processes
Aligning and facilitating the development of regional and cluster Brand
Marketing Expense (BME) budgets, forecasts and plans, and ensuring plans
correctly reflected in TM1
Ensuring preparation and distribution of all regional and cluster BME
reporting and base analytics for Consumer EMEA, including monthly tracking
of working and non-working media spend and agency commitment
Leading and facilitating the development of regional Selling, Marketing,
Market Consumer Research, R&D, Distribution and Admin budgets and
forecasts, including Regional Marketing Operations BME and other project
costs
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Must have a BSIE, BSME, or similar 4-year accredited Engineering Degree
Minimum 5 years of progressive experience in Accounting or Finance related
roles
Experience and exposure to the month end close and rolling estimate
process
Solid accounting/financial work experience preferred
Knowledge of/experience with SAP preferred
Five – seven years’ experience in a High-Mix Low-Volume manufacturing
environment (Electronics manufacturing)


